
 
  

 
(New York July 9, 2014) With the recent growth and demand for good private equity deals, 

many allocators are seeking exceptional asset managers with access to the best deal flow and 

products. The Family Office Networks, organizer of the premier community of Family Offices 

worldwide, has identified Yenni Income Opportunities Fund I as a leading resource of 

proprietary deal flow for the network’s 3000+ members and is featuring the Fund as a 

compelling investment opportunity. 

  

Yenni Capital manages the Yenni Income Opportunities Fund I, a new fund that is relatively 

unique within the private equity universe (www.yennicapital.com).  The Fund differentiates 

itself in its use of conservative leverage and its objective of making double digit annual cash 

distributions to its investors. The Fund makes control equity investments at attractive valuations 

in very profitable and growth-oriented lower middle market companies across industries located 

primarily in the United States. The Fund aims to grow its holdings organically and, where 

appropriate, globally. Downside risk is limited combined with the benefits of high annual cash 

distributions and an eye towards high IRR’s. The Fund is run by a very experienced team with an 

excellent track record. 

  

The Yenni Income Opportunities Fund I is looking to make its initial investment in a drilling 

services company within the oil and gas industry.  Due diligence and financing for the 

transaction is expected to be completed by the beginning of the third quarter. The purchase is at 

an advantageous EBITDA multiple that will result in the fund owning a majority stake in the 

company. The investment is positioned to be the first in a growing portfolio and is anticipated to 

generate substantial returns. 

  

The Fund benefits from outstanding proprietary or selectively marketed deal flow which the 

principals have nurtured over the years.  The Family Office Networks encourages its community 

to reach out to the Fund’s Founder and Managing Partner Musa Yenni for more information 

about Yenni Opportunities Fund I regarding direct investment as well as opportunities for co-

investments and collaborations. 

  

The Yenni Income Opportunities Fund I is currently taking investments as assets are targeted 

towards $300 million.  For further information, please contact Musa Yenni at (212) 843-1828 or 

emailmyenni@yennicapital.com. 
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